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Summary 
 
 China's economy has surpassed Japan's to become the second largest in the world. But the 

authorities have refrained from gloating and instead stressed that China remains a 
developing country (ranking around 100

th
 in the world in per capita GDP terms) – in an 

attempt to reduce foreign expectations on China to play a commensurate role in world affairs.   
 
 As a result of deliberate measures to cool the property market, reduce excess capacity in a 

number of industries, and improve energy efficiency the economy has moderated in recent 
months. China‟s economy grew 10.3% in the year to the second quarter of 2010, down from 
11.9% in the year to the first quarter. Fixed asset investment and industrial production growth 
have slowed in recent months. But consumer demand remains relatively robust.  

 
 Goods exports rose at a rate of 38.1% in July, to a record $145.5 billion (the pre-crisis peak 

was $137 billion, in July 2008). The monthly trade surplus rose to $28.7 billion in July. But as 
of 31 August, the renminbi had only appreciated by 0.4% against the dollar since the 
authorities reverted to their pre-crisis policy of limited flexibility in the currency in June.  
 

 The authorities have taken further steps to help „internationalise‟ the renminbi, including 
allowing selected foreign banks to invest offshore renminbi in China‟s bond market and 
permitting the first non-Chinese, non-financial, company (McDonalds) to issue a renminbi 
denominated corporate bond in Hong Kong. 

 

 Consumer price inflation rose to 3.3% in July. But this was mainly due to a spike in food 
prices. The authorities remain confident of hitting their 3% consumer price inflation target for 
2010 and are sticking to their „moderately loose monetary policy‟.  

 

 The property market continues to cool. National (based on 70 major cities) prices rose at a 
rate of 10.3% in July, down from 12.4% in June. But on a month-on-month basis prices are 
static and sales continue to fall in some major cities – suggesting government measures to 
cool the market might be taking effect. 

 

 The banking regulator, CBRC, has required banks to „stress test‟ a 60% fall in property 
prices. But unlike in the EU and US, the results were not made public. The CBRC has also 
announced new restrictions on the sale of loans to trust companies (who repackage them as 
investment products) and required banks to bring these „off balance sheet‟ deals onto their 
books by the end of 2011. And it has strengthened supervision over lending to local 
government investment vehicles, although the authorities recently declared that this risk was 
“controllable”. The listing of Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) in Shanghai and Hong Kong in 
July is now officially the world's largest ever initial public offering (IPO). 

 
 Research by the China Reform Foundation suggests that the large amount of „hidden 

income‟ in China means the „true‟ average income level could be 90% higher than the official 
figure. For the top 10% of households the „true‟ level of income is estimated to be 3.2 times 
higher, implying income inequality is even more marked than official figures suggest. 
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China now officially the world’s second largest economy 
 
1. The release of official Japanese second quarter data in August confirmed what had been 

widely assumed - that China's economy has surpassed Japan's to become the second 
largest in the world. In dollar terms Japan's economy was $1.29 trillion in the second quarter, 
China's was $1.34 trillion. China's rapid economic growth since the 'reform and opening up' 
process began in 1978 has led to a meteoric rise up the global GDP rankings. In 2005 
China's GDP was around the same size as the UK's - this year it is expected to be twice as 
big. But the gap between No.1 and No.2 remains large. At the end of 2009 China's GDP was 
around $5 trillion, compared to the USA‟s $14 trillion (and combined EU GDP of over $16 
trillion). But many analysts predict China will become the world's largest economy in the 
next 20-30 years – though demographic factors and environmental constraints are likely to 
slow China‟s growth rate in the longer term. 
 

2. Most officials and domestic commentators have cautioned against gloating at China's latest 
step up the global GDP rankings and have instead sought to dampen both domestic 
expectations of continued rapid growth and international expectations on China to assume a 
greater role in world affairs. Vice Governor Yi Gang of the central bank recently pointed out in 
an interview with the state media that despite China's meteoric rise up the global GDP 
rankings per capita GDP remained relatively low, at around $3600 (IMF ranks China 98th in 
the world in GDP per capita terms, World Bank 103rd). An op-ed in the English language 
China Daily also argued that "although China may be rated as an economic giant it is far from 
being a superpower" and that “China's developing country status would continue to 
determine its foreign policy”.  

 
But economic growth continues to moderate  
 
3. China‟s economy continues to moderate (but from a 

high level) as a result of deliberate steps the authorities 
have taken to cool the property market, remove excess 
capacity in certain industries, and increase energy 
efficiency. The economy grew 10.3% in the year to the 
second quarter of 2010, down from 11.9% in the year to 
the first quarter (see Figure 1).  
 

4. Fixed asset investment rose 25% in the first seven 
months of the year (compared to a rate of 33% in the 
same period last year). Central government investment 
grew at a rate of 10% over the same period, compared 
with 26% at the local government level - as the central 
government unwinds its fiscal stimulus. Industrial 
production rose at a rate of 13.4% in July, slightly slower than in June. Official figures 
suggest domestic and foreign-invested private companies‟ output grew more rapidly than 
state-owned enterprises‟. The official Purchasing Manager‟s Index (PMI) fell to 51.2 in July 
from 52.1 in June, the lowest level in 17 months. Another PMI, released by HSBC, tells a 
similar story. It fell to 49.4 in July, indicating that manufacturing output contracted for the first 
time since March 2009.  
 

5. But consumer demand remains relatively robust. Retail sales (albeit an imperfect indicator) 
grew at a rate of 17.9% in July (but down from a rate of 18.3% in June, and in real terms 
retail sales growth has slowed since last year). Sales of jewellery, furniture, fuel, cars, and 
home improvement products all grew at a rate of over 30% – highlighting the importance of 
the property boom and surging car sales (aided by tax incentives) to consumer spending. But 
retail sales in rural areas continue to grow more slowly than in urban areas, despite the lower 
base and government incentives to boost consumption in the countryside.  
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6. Few analysts expect the Chinese economy to suffer a „hard landing‟ - not least as the 
authorities have deep pockets and can reverse some of the recent tightening measures if 
they fear growth has weakened too much (and unemployment is rising). The IMF forecast 
10.5% growth in 2010 (making China the fastest growing major economy), the OECD predict 
11% (accounting for a third of global growth), and the World Bank forecast 10%.  

 
Exports hit a record high and trade surplus soars…. 

 
7. Goods exports rose at a rate of 38.1% in July, to a 

record $145.5 billion (surpassing the pre-crisis peak of 
$137 billion in July 2008) - though the growth rate 
decelerated from 43.9% in June (see Figure 2). This 
suggests that European debt concerns and a slower 
than expected recovery in the US economy haven't 
yet had a significant impact. But export growth is 
expected to moderate later this year. There are signs 
that export orders have weakened recently. And non-
commodity imports are growing at a slower rate, 
suggesting the processing trade is moderating. But 
base effects mean year-on-year figures will 
likely exaggerate the slowdown in export growth.  
Imports rose 22.1% in July on a year earlier, to $116.8 

billion - slower than June's 34.1% rise. The monthly trade surplus rose to $28.7 billion in July, 
up from $20 billion in June and the highest monthly trade surplus since January 2009. But 
the combined trade surplus for the first seven months of this year was 21% lower than the 
same period last year.   

 

….but minimal appreciation of the renminbi 

 

8. On 19 June the authorities reverted to their pre-crisis 
policy of allowing limited flexibility in the renminbi (+/- 
0.5% intra-day movement against the US dollar) – 
though this was presented as a significant step 
forward in currency reform. But the PBoC sets the 
opening value for the renminbi against the dollar each 
trading day, enabling it to strictly control the 
currency‟s movement. The recent limited „volatility‟ in 
the renminbi-dollar exchange rate (which saw the 
renminbi temporarily depreciate to below its 
previously pegged level) was therefore likely aimed at 
giving the impression of greater flexibility in the 
currency and discouraging „hot money‟ inflows.  

 

9. The authorities continue to argue there isn‟t a case for significant appreciation in the 
currency. As of 31 August, the renminbi had only appreciated by 0.4% against the dollar 
since it was de-pegged in June (see Figure 3). According to the Bank for International 
Settlements the real effective exchange rate (trade weighted and adjusted for relative price 
levels) - which is a more accurate reflection of the currency‟s value - depreciated in June and 
July, though some analysts estimate it has since appreciated. The combination of limited 
appreciation in the renminbi, a widening trade surplus, and US mid-term elections and the 
G20 Summit (in Korea) in November are likely to further inflame trade tensions (especially 
with the US).  

 
Several small steps taken on the path towards renminbi ‘internationalisation’ 
 
10. On 17 August the central bank, PBoC, announced that it would allow renminbi clearing banks 

in Hong Kong and Macau, foreign central banks that have signed currency swap agreements 
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with the PBoC, and foreign commercial banks that have been granted permission to engage 
in renminbi cross-border settlement to invest renminbi held offshore directly in China's $2.8 
trillion interbank (over-the-counter) bond market. The latest measure follows the recently 
announced expansion of the renminbi cross-border trade settlement pilot programme to 20 
provinces (from 4) in China, and the broadening of the programme to apply to trade with all 
countries (previously it was only for trade with Hong Kong, Macau, and South-East Asia). It 
also comes shortly after the recent agreement between Hong Kong and the Mainland to 
allow Hong Kong clearing banks and other financial institutions to offer a wider range of 
renminbi denominated financial products in the special administrative region. And on 19 
August McDonalds issued a RMB 200 million (£19 million) corporate bond in Hong Kong, the 
first renminbi denominated bond to be issued by a non-Chinese, non-financial, company in 
the special administrative region.  

 
Inflation rises, but likely to be temporary 

 
11. Consumer prices rose at a rate of 3.3% in July, up 

from a rate of 2.9% in June (see Figure 4). But this 
was largely the result of a spike in food prices caused 
by recent severe weather. Food prices - the largest 
and most politically sensitive component of the 
inflation basket - rose at a rate of 6.8% in July, 
compared with 1.6% for non-food prices.  

 
12. But contacts at the PBoC remain confident of hitting 

their 3% consumer price inflation target for 2010. 
Producer price inflation fell back in July, to 4.8%. And 
the cooling economy and slower credit growth have 
reduced inflationary pressure. Banks extended RMB 
532.8 billion (£50.3 billion) in new loans in July, down 

from June‟s RMB 603.4 billion (£56.9 billion). In the first seven months of the year banks 
extended RMB 5.2 trillion (£490 billion) in new loans, against a lending target for 2010 of 
RMB 7.5 trillion (£710 billion). Money supply (M2) growth slowed to a rate of 17.6% in July, 
down from June‟s 18.5%. The authorities are therefore likely to stick with their „moderately 
loose monetary policy and proactive fiscal policy‟ in the foreseeable future, with limited „fine 
tuning‟, either in terms of relaxation or tightening. The official benchmark lending and deposit 
interest rates have been kept at 5.31% and 2.25% (negative in real terms), respectively, 
since December 2008. But the PBoC has raised the reserve requirement ratio three times so 
far this year (though banks hold excess reserves at the central bank, so the impact of these 
increases was limited). 

 
Property market continues to cool 

 
13. Property prices (in 70 major cities) rose at a rate of 

10.3% in July, down from a rate of 12.4% in June (see 
Figure 5). But on a month-on-month basis prices are 
static and sales continue to fall in some major cities – 
suggesting government measures to cool the market are 
taking effect (though real estate investment is still 
growing at rate of around 37%). The authorities remain 
resolute in their determination to restrain price growth 
and expand affordable housing (these have now become 
key „performance indicators‟ for local officials). 
Measures introduced to date include higher deposit 
requirements for home and land (use rights) sales, 
higher mortgage interest rates for second (and beyond) 
homes, a ban on lending for third home purchases, and 
tighter scrutiny of lending to developers.  
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Stress tests, new banking regulations, and the world’s largest ever IPO 
 
14. At the end of July the regulator, CBRC, asked banks to stress test a fall in house prices of up 

to 60% (after banks previously simulated a 30% drop), and to test loans to a wider range of 
industries, including cement and steel – which are closely tied to the property market. Unlike 
in the EU and US, the CBRC did not make the results of these tests public. But unnamed 
sources at the Bank of China and Bank of Communications have been quoted in the Chinese 
media as saying a 50% fall in property prices would lead to a modest (1-2 percentage point) 
rise in non-performing loans (NPLs). But such a rise in NPLs would be little cause for 
concern, given that average loan loss provisioning rates are well above the mandated 150% 
(not to mention the state‟s deep pockets). And the average NPL ratio is currently below 2% 
and falling (though some commentators question the reliability of official NPL figures).  

 

15. The CBRC tightened restrictions on lending to local government investment vehicles earlier 
this year, amid fears that some of the loans were likely to turn sour. The CBRC recently 
stated that lenders may struggle to recover around a fifth of the loans made to China‟s 
estimated 8,000 local government investment vehicles (though contacts suggest this is better 
than they originally feared). But on 19 August the authorities issued a statement saying the 
risks posed by local government investment vehicles were “controllable”, as most loans were 
covered by expected revenue or backed by collateral. The CBRC also recently announced 
restrictions on the selling of loans to trusts companies who then repackage them as 
investment products. Fitch Ratings has repeatedly warned that this standard, but largely 
unregulated, practice masked risks in the system and understated the real level of lending. 
Banks were also required to move these „off-balance sheet‟ deals back onto their balance 
sheets by the end of 2011.This move surprised banks and analysts alike, and may 
exacerbate the need for banks to either raise capital or restrict new lending. 

 

16. Agricultural Bank of China's (ABC) listing in July is now officially the world's largest ever initial 
public offering (IPO). After ABC exercised its right to sell up to an additional 15% of shares in 
the first month after trading began, the IPO raised a total of $22.1 billion - just beating the 
previous record ($21.9 billion) set by the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) in 
2006. ABC's listing has been described as the final (major) milestone in the 10-year long 
restructuring and reform of China's banking system - which has seen an estimated $650 
billion of state funds pumped into the banks to recapitalise them and all the major banks 
listed on the stock exchange (as well as a handful of smaller banks).   

 
And finally……new research sheds light on China’s ‘hidden income’  
 
17. Research by Professor Wang Xiaolu of the China Reform Foundation estimates that the „true‟ 

average income level in China is a staggering 90% higher than official figures suggest, given 
large amounts of unreported income (e.g. hongbao cash payments at Chinese New Year). 
For the richest 10% of households 'true' income levels are estimated to be 3.2 times higher 
than official figures imply (as the richest have the largest 'grey' income). Income inequality is 
therefore likely to be much worse than official figures suggest and a major cause of China‟s 
proportionately low consumer spending - as the richest save a much higher share of their 
income. The National Bureau of Statistics has (predictably) dismissed Professor Wang‟s 
findings on the basis that the sample size was too small (less than 5,000 households).  
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